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37

Good diverse/ range of lectures(6), Very good/ interesting(6), Learned a lot/ Valuable (5), 
Impressed by distinguished lecturers(4), Good/ Interesting(4), Excellent/ Great(3), Enjoyed a 

lot(2), High quality(2)  

Very interesting/Enjoyed/Good idea(11), Too much after 6-hour-lectures(3), Valuable/ 

Learned a lot(3), More information/ topics(discussion start) needed prior to the course(3), 
Preferred more interaction with group peers(3), Preferred more planned and better defined 

projects*(3), Good/ relevant(2), Good opportunity for interaction(2),  

Good introduction: helpful to know other students’ work and background(13), 
Appropriate/Good(7), Excellent/Great(5), Well-structured/organized(3), Very interesting(3), 

High quality posters(2), Liked 2 minute introductions(2), Very good(2)  

?

Absolutely/Definitely(22), Yes(13), Already did(3), Depends on the topic(2), Would like to 

apply again myself(2).  

?

Yes(19), Yes- if I can find another source(6), I couldn't afford it(6), No(3), Yes- but not 
sure(2), Yes, if 50% would be covered(2), Difficult(2), Not yet decided(2), Probably. 

Same(20), Three weeks(7), Longer(6), Same with 2 or more days off(5), Not shorter(4), 

Three weeks or longer trip is too long away from work(4), Two weeks for lectures and 1 week 
exclusively for project(3), Shorter(3), Longer with a bit less densely packed, Shorter:1 week, 

Less time for lectures and more for project, Another week for project.  

Learning(2), Robotics(2), Artificial intelligence, Biophysics of Cognition, Complexity, 
Computational Neurosience & Neuro-diseases, Computational neuroscience in the studies of 

consciousness and emotions, Computations of neural networks, Computational Vision, HH, 
integrate and fire, Large neural networks, Machine learning (reinforcement learning, 

parametric learning model, etc.), Mathematical modeling, Modelling on network level, Models 

of learning, MRI, Molecular mechanism of neurological diseases, Network theory, 
Neuroelectronics, Quadratic integrate and fire, Simulating systems (Genesis, Neuron etc.), 

Structure and function of Neural Networks, Synaptic plasticity, Different sensory modality 
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systems-questions and methodologies, More detailed on types of neuron models, More 

neuronal and system topics rather than molecular ones, "The cortex, what goal does it have, 
what algorithms does it use, how does it implement them (aiming a collaboration between 

high level modelling and cell biology)”, “Elements of computer science for neuroscientis 

(containing some information on theory of computation and complexity, latest development in 
classical analysis of algorithms etc.)."   

10

Excellent.   

 I was very interested in most of the lectures, although most of them were outside of my 

area of expertise. I think the 3 hour format is good - however, I would have speakers spend 

the first 1-1.5 hours on more general overviews before jumping into the cutting-edge 

research. Many speakers did this, but a lot did not.  

 Very good mix of lecture topics and speakers; I certainly learned a lot over the two weeks, 

but at the same time, the program was fairly cohesive. Almost all the lectures were of 

exemplary quality.  

 The standard of the lectures and lecturers were among the highest I have ever experience.   

 All of them were very exciting, but a little too long for me to keep my concentration.  

 Impressed by the quality of the projects. It would be better if the course were a couple of 

days longer, and the students had 2-3 afternoons off to work on their projects.  

 As a tutor, I felt a little unsure of what was expected in terms of preparatory work before 

the course, though once the course began in earnest, things seemed to fall into place. The 

initial few days seemed a bit disorganised (with respect to student projects). I'm not sure 

how to solve that, except perhaps by getting the tutors to meet and discuss the projects etc. 
the day before the beginning of the main course? The tutor presentations at the beginning 

were fairly badly repared, and that probably detracted from the first day a little.  

 I think the equipment that was provided was more than adequate, as was the space etc.  

 The time available for the project was quite modest. On the contrary the space and the 

computer setup were fine.  

 It was a very good experience for me because I could discuss with many students whose 

backgrounds are completely different from mine. Ideally, we wished to spend more time on 
our project.   

 all students had very nice and promising project to work on during the course.  

 Topics: good, Time: good (if no thyphoon), Computers: good.  

 We should have used the computation server. Simulation softwares should be installed 

before the course.  

 Good, quality of the work varied widely, which I guess, reflected the previous knowledge 

the students had.  
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Excellent(2). Good(2), No problem, Very interesting, Very nice, Very well prepared and 

presented, More time needed(2), A little more time needed*(2).   

?

Yes, definitely/off course(7), Yes(2)  

Certainly (in fact; I'm thinking of applying as a student myself, if possible)  

?

Yes(4), Yes-if the theme is attractive for me, Only if single room is provided, Depends if I get 

travel support from my lab then yes.  

I'm not sure; that would depend on my financial situation at the time.  However, I think in 

general, that wouldn't be an issue.  (I think my  university provides travel support for such 

events.)

Probably not, as the travel expenses are quite high to Okinawa and I could not exploit any 

assistance from my home institution.  

Same(5), Shorter-aboult 10 days, 3 weeks but not shorter, 3 week, with the same amount of 
lectures and more time for student projects and discussions.  

Amount of material covered should be reduced somewhat; it was very difficult to maintain 

the intense pace throughout the entire two week period, and probably reduced the 

effectiveness of the course.    

A few days longer, but with one or two afternoons off to work on projects.  

A little more free time would have been appreciated. 

Neuroeconomics(2), Adjacent disciplines(for instance theoretical computer science if the topic 

is "neural computation"), Ageneral comp-neurosci intro lecture, Controlling brain-brain 
machine interface, Researchers in biophysics, Cover as many topics as possible (if time allows). 

Topics that span multiple levels of investigation from molecular to electrophysiology to 
behavior and imaging 

 Interactions between organisms? - Neuroethics, though I'm not sure how that would fit 

into a computational course. Perhaps something on data processing techniques for EEG / 

fMRI / ...The brain as a dynamical system?  

 “Dynamic Neurosciences", where the convergence of real-time algorithms and automatic 

control approaches might be exploited to perform complex "stimulus-response" paradigms, 

both in vivo and in vitro (e.g. dynamic-clamp or conductance-injection). In such a respect, 

Prof. Hugh Robinson, from Cambridge might be an excellent lecturer.  
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